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ABSTRACT 
It has been shown by FGrster and Nagy that the convergence of the Collatz-Wielandt 
numbers to bound the spectral radius of a K-nonnegative linear operator T in a partially 
ordered Banach space essentially depends upon the starting vector of the iteration 
process. In this paper necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence are presented 
under rather general hypotheses; e.g., the emptiness of the interior of the order cone K 
is admitted. We also present min sup and max inf characterizations of the spectral 
radius in the spirit of earlier work. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nested bounds for the spectral radius of a K-nonnegative linear map in a 
Banach space as described in [lo] generalize the so-called Collatz-Wielandt 
numbers, Yamamoto numbers, and Ha&Spa&r numbers. It has been shown 
recently in [l] that some of the results of [B-lo] are incorrect. In particular, 
the conclusions concerning the convergence of the Collatz-Wielandt type 
sequences need not remain valid for arbitrary starting vectors. This concerns 
the following statements: Equation (2) under hypothesis (iia) (i.e., if the 
operator considered is K-irreducible) in Theorem 1 of [B]; Equation (4.8) 
under hypothesis (ma) (i.e., if the operator considered is K-irreducible) in 
Theorem 4.4 of [9], and also Equations (3.4)-(3.6) of Theorem 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.2; and finally Equation (3.4) of Corollary 3.1 in [lo]. It is the main 
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aim of this contribution to present a theory filling the gap of the papers 
mentioned. 
There are two essential goals of our theory. First, we do not require the 
cone K to have nonempty interior, and second, we cover the case of a general 
reducible operator (having property “p”). 
A particular class of operators should be mentioned, nameIy the class of 
u-positioe operators. Our theory shows that all the results of [8, 91 concerned 
with the u-positive maps are valid without any additional hypotheses. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let E be a real Banach space generated by a closed normal cone K [6]. 
Let E’ and B(E) be the dual of E and the space of bounded linear operators 
mapping E into E respectively. It is assumed that both these spaces are 
equipped with standard norms. Let F denote a complex extension of E, i.e. 
F= G3iE with the usual norm ((z((.=sup(l/xcos19+ysin~IIE:0,<29~ 
2 ?F, z = x + iy E E}. The spaces F and B(F) denote the corresponding 
complex extensions of E and B(E) respectively. 
Let VE B( E). Th en F denotes the complex extension of T, i.e., FE B( F) is 
defined by setting f = TX + iTy for z = x + iy, x, y E E. 
Let VE B(F). Th en a(V) denotes the spectrum of V, and r(V) the 
spectral radius of V. If T E B(E), then by definition, a(T) = o(f). 
Let DEB. w e d f e me the peripheral spectrum, denoted by ?ru V, as the 
set {xEo(V): I Xl = r(V)}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the operator VE B( F) has property “p” if 
zu V consists of poles of the resolvent operator, i.e., p E au V is such that the 
resolvent operator (hl - V)- ’ has the following Laurent expansion (I denotes 
the identity map): 
Here 0 < q(p) < 03, the Ak and B, are elements of B(F), and the following 
relations hold [15, p. 3101: 
B,2 = B,, 
B k+l = (v - d)BkT k= 1,2,.... (3) 
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We make the following agreement: Whenever a complex extension F of 
some operator T E B(E) h as some property, say p_roperty “p,” we say that T 
itself possesses this property. We write formally T in place of T if TE B(F). 
Let T” E B(F) have property “p.” Let hi, . . . , A, E ‘lru T. Let q( Aj) denote 
the multiplicity of Xj as a pole of the resolvent operator. 
An element Xj, E rr u T is called pseudodominant if 9( Xj,,) = 9 and 9( Xi) < 
q for j # j,, j = 1, . . . , p. In case p = 1, Xj,, is called dominant. 
For later purposes we introduce the Laurent expansions 
(XI- T)-‘= &Aj,+ A,)‘+ ;$;Bj,&- hj)-‘, 
where XjEa(T)forj= l,...,p. 
It can be shown [ll, p. 1741 that if T has property “p,” then 
where Bj,l and 2 belong to B(F) and the following relations hold: 
TZ = ZT, r(Z) < r(T), 
B$ = BjJ, j = 1,. . . , p, 
Bj,t+l = (T - AjZ) Bj,t> 
Bj,,Z = ZBj,, = 0, j= l,...,p, 
where 9j is the multiplicity of hj as a pole of the resolvent operator. 
If g is a polynomial, then [ll, p. 1741 
qj go(xj) g(T) = jiJl ,z (t _ I)! Bj.t + g(‘), 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Let K be a closed normal and generating cone in a real Banach space E 
[7l. Such a cone induces a partial order in E if we set 
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The set K’ = { r’ E E’ : x’(x) > 0, x E K } forms a closed, normal, and 
generating cone in E’ too [7]; it is called the dual cone. A subset H’, 
(25 # H’ C K’, is called K-total if the relations [x, x’] > 0, x’ E H’ imply that 
xeK. Here, [x. x’] = x’(x). 
An operator T E B(E) is called K-irreducible [12] if, for every 0 # x E K and 
0 # x’ E K’, there exists a positive integer p = p( x, x’) such that [TPx, x’] > 0. 
Note that the author of [12] calls such an operator a semi-nonsupport operator. 
An operator T E B(E) is called u-positive [S, p. 591 if u E K, u # 0, and for 
every x E K, II + 0, there exist positive real numbers (Y = (Y(X). fl = fi( x) and 
a positive integer p = p(x) such that 
The set of all elements XE K for which (11) holds, together with the zero 
vector, forms a subcone K, C K. 
Let E, = K, - K,, i.e., E, is generated by K,. Letting (Y = sup{ar’: (Y’U 
< x} and fi = inf{ p’ : x < /3/u}, define 
IIxIIE,B=max{Ialp IPI). (12) 
It is known [5, pp. 17-251 that (12) defines a norm in E,, and E, becomes a 
Banach space if equipped with this norm. 
Let TE B(E) be a u-positive operator having property “p.” Then T is also 
x,-positive, where x,, is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of T, i.e., TX, = 
r(T)x,, x,EK, x0 # 0. 
Let To be induced on E, from E by T, i.e. T,x = TX, xeEo. We see that 
ToKo C K, and thus TOE0 C E,. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T E B(F) have property “p.” Let (4) be the Laurent 
expansion of the resolvent operator of T about the point Aj E w u T. Let sj = 
max(r : Bj,,x # 0, Bj,,+l x=0, l<r,<9j) and s=max(sj:j= l,...,p}. 
Let.!,(x)= {jell,..., P}ZsjZs}, afdJ,C(x)={1,...,p} ‘J,(x), J:(x)= 
{I,..., p} \ J,( x) and let j, E],( x). Then the following two statements are 
equivalent : 
1. The sequence ( c~,~T~x) is convergent, where 
c,*k = A;;:,“-“( s - 1)!k-“+I. 
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2. The relation j E J,( x) implies Xj = Aj,,. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 2 * 1: Define 
Then 
and since 
k’-“X-tk . . . 
Jll 
(k - t + 1) 
169 
we see that if t - s + 1 -=z 0, then 
,‘~~ gf’( xj) = 0, j= l,...,p. 
Furthermore, since 
gp-‘)(xj) = 1 - i ( 1) . . . il _ +!+]‘-” 
k-l 
32 for s=2, 
g/y-“(Xj) = ; 
i I 
k 
for s=l, 
JO 
we have that lim k 4m gp-l)(+) exists if and only if 
IAjI=r(T) * Xj=$“, 
for s>2, 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
170 
and then 
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Let g = gk in (10). Then 
c,,~T~x = A;;+ - l)! c 
---Bj,,x + gk( z) r. 
Since lim k-a gk(z) = 0 and since 
/iii_ gf-‘)( Xj) Bj,tr = 0 for jE],C(x), t = 1,. . ., qj, 
it follows that 
lim C,,kTkX = Bju,s~. 
k+cp 
Thus, statement 1 holds. 
1 * 2: Let m E],(X), m # j,. Let g = gk. It follows from (10) that 
C,,kTkX = A;;‘( S - l)! c 
jEJs(x)uJ:(x) t=1 (t - l)! Bj,t x 
Consequently, 
,‘h_ c,,kTkX = A;;‘( s - l)! lim 
After setting y = B,,,,x, we derive that 
(16) 
Bj,tY + zk = gP_“( Xm)Bm,sx + zk, (17) 
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where 
lim .zk=O. 
k+oo 
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We deduce by (12), (13) (14) that the limit in (17) cannot exist, and this 
contradicts statement 1. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is thus complete. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let x be such that Bj,l,Sx = 0, and let all the other 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the following two statements are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) The sequence { c,~T~x} is zero convergent. 
(ii) The relations Bj,, x = 0 hold for all j E J,( x). 
The following result [13] is of fundamental importance for further develop- 
ments in this paper. In our terminology it can be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let TEB(E) and TK C K. 
Then r = r(T) = A, E ?ro T. lf T has property “ p,” then for every x E K 
such that x # 0 with],(x) # 0, one has 1 E J,( x). Furthermore, there exists an 
Z~Ksuch thatqEJ&Z), where q = q1 = q(r(T)) = max(qj : Xj E ?ra T}. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let TE B(E) be a u-positive operator having property “p.” 
Then every xEE has TPxeE, for some p = p(x) > 1. 
Proof. Let x = x+- x-, x *EK, and 
a+xo < TP*x *< a*xo, - TX, = r(T) x0, x,eK \ (0). 
It follows that 
ax,, < TPx < Zx,,, - 
where _a = min{a+rP-, a_rP’}, Z = max{a+rP-, a-r’+), ad P = P++ P-, 
r = r(T). n 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let T E B( E) be a u-positive operator having property 
“p.” Then 0 # p$a(T) implies that p#a(T,,). 
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Proof. Let y E E,, and let us consider the equation ~LX - TX = y. There 
exists a unique solution x(p) E E to this equation. It follows that pTP-‘x - 
TPx = T p-1 y E E, for any positive integer p > 1. 
Let p = p( x(p)) be such that TPx(p) E E,. Then 
TP-‘X(/J) = p-lTp-‘[ y + TX(P)] EEL. 
However, TP-2~(p) = pe1TPe2 [ y + TX(~)] E E,, and therefore, by induction, 
X(P) E E,. 
We see that the inverse ( PZ - T)- ’ exists and its domain is the whole of 
E,. By the uniform boundedness principle, we deduce that (pZ - T)-’ is 
Eo-bounded. Consequently, p belongs to the resolvent set of T,, i.e., /.L # a(T,,). 
The proof is complete. n 
4. COLLATZ-WIELANDT NUMBERS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let TE B(E) be K-nonnegative and r = r(T) = Xl be a 
pole of the resolvent operator, and let r~ be its multiplicity. Moreover, let r be 
a pseudodominant point of the spectrum a(T). A vector XE B,,,, x # 0, is 
called C-W-T-admissible if for every E > 0 there exists a positive integer k, 
such that 
(1 - +ks x < c,,~T% < (1 + E) Bl,,r 
for k > k,, where 
c,,~ = (s - l)!k’-“[ r(T)] -k, 
and where r = r(T) = Xl and the index s is such that 1 < s ,< 9 = q( r(T)) = 
41, Bl,,x + 0, Bl,s+lx = 0. 
Let us define the Collatz-Wielandt numbers as follows. Let H’ C K’ be 
K-total. Let 
rr( r) = inf 
[TX, x’] 
~ 
[ r, r’] 
: XEH’, x, x‘ # 0 
’ ’ 
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and 
r’(x) = sup{ yg+ : X’EH’, [ix, x’] + [TX, x’] f 0). 
We let r’(x) = + 03 if [TX, x’] > 0 whilst [x, x’] = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T E B( E), TK C K, T, have property “p.” Then 
whenever x E K, Bl,,r # 0, B1,,+l x = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let TE B(E), TK c K, have property “p.” Let x E K be 
such that Bl,,x # 0, B1,,+l x = 0, 1 < s < ql, and let 
,‘i_ r,(Tkx) = r(T) = /iLli rT(Tkx). (18) 
Then the sequence {c,~T~x} with c,,~ = (s - l)!k’-“[r(T)]-k+S-l is conver- 
gent. 
Proof. By definition we have that 
0 < [T - r,(Tkx)Z]Tk x < [ r’( Tkr) - rT( Tkx)] Tkx, 
and since {c,~T~x) is a bounded sequence, we deduce that the sequence 
{[Tk - r,(Tkx)Z]cS,kTkx) is zero convergent. 
Let y = [T - r(T)Z]r. We see that hmk__, c,,~T~~ = 0. By Corollary 3.2 
with j, = 1, it follows that Bj,s y = 0 for all jEJS(x). By Theorem 3.1 we 
deduce that 
lim C,,kTkX = Bl,,x. 
k-t-3 
The proof is complete. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let T E B(E) be a K-nonnegative operator having property 
“p,” and let x E K be such that Bl,,x # 0, BIS,+l x = 0. Then the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
1. The element x E I< is C-W-T-admissible. 
2. The Collatz- Wielandt numbers corresponding to the element x E K 
converge to the spectral radius r(T), i.e., the relations (18) hold. 
Proof. 1 * 2: For every E > 0 there is a positive integer k, such that 
(1 - e)B17,x < c,,~T~x < (1 + e)B~,,x 
for k > k,. We see that 
l--E 
=r(T) < r,(Tkx) < rT(Tkx) < 
l+E 
-r(T). 
l---E 
Thus, (18) holds, implying the validity of statement 2. 
2 * 1: Let XE K, Bl,,x # 0, B1,,+l x = 0, be not C-W-T-admissible. Then 
for every k = 1,2, . . . , there exist Zi, E K’, iYj; E K’, and e0 > 0 such that at 
least one of the relations 
(1 + ea)r(T)[ Bl,,x, z;] < c,,k[Tkx, F;] 
and 
holds. 
Assume that (18) holds. According to Proposition 4.2 and by assumption 
we deduce that 
Cs,i? k+l~ > r,(Tkx)c,,kTkX, r,(Tkx) = r(T)(l -Sk) 
and 
cs>k Tk+‘x < rT(Tkx)c,,kTkx, rT(Tkx) = r(T)(l + ?k)? 
where 
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Since c,~T~x = Bl,sx + yk, where by Proposition 4.3 
lim &=O, 
k-+oo 
there exists k, such that 
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+‘-)(I - 3)(&X + Yk) = +“)B,,,x + TYk, k > k,, 
and similarly, 
+-)(I + Zk)(Bl,sx + Yk) = r(T)B~,sr +TYk, k> k,,. 
It follows that 
r(T)(l - ck)iBl,s x + yk, ?i(] < r(T)(l - &o)[ B~,sx, ‘iI 
and 
r(T)(l + Ek)[B1,s x + yk, $1 > r(T)(l + &,)I B~,sr, %I. 
Consequently, for k sufficiently large 
W(T)[ &% zi ] 2 $q,r(T)[ Bl,sx, z;] > 0
This implies that at least one of the relations 
gk 2 i&o or ?k 2 $&‘, 
takes place. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. n 
REMARK. We see that the hypotheses of the statements of [8-lo] men- 
tioned in the Introduction have to be completed by the C-W-T-admissibility of 
a starting vector x. A construction of Banach spaces, cones, operators, and 
vectors that are not C-W-T-admissible is shown in [l]. 
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5. PARTICULAR CASES 
In this section we give some classes of operators for which the previous 
theory applies. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let E be generated by a cone K having nonempty interior 
Int K. Let TE B( E) be a K-irreducible operator having property “p.” Then the 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
1. The vector 0 # x E K is such that the sequence ( r(T) -kTk~} is conver- 
gent. 
2. The vector x E K is such that the Collatz-Wielandt numbers are conver- 
gent, i.e., (18) holds. 
3. The vector x E K is C-W-T-admissible. 
Proof. The equivalence of conditions 2 and 3 is contained in Theorem 
4.4. Thus, it is enough to show the equivalence of condition 1 to either of 
conditions 2 and 3. 
By Proposition 4.3 we obtain that condition 2 implies condition 1. 
Let condition 1 hold. It is known [12] that q = 1 and that for any a > 0, 
aB,,,xEInt K. It follows that [r(T)J-kTkx = B,,,x + yk, where 
lim yk=O. 
k*m 
Thus, for every E > 0 there exists an index k, such that f Yk < EB~,~T for 
k > k,. Therefore, 
(1 - E)B~,~x < [r(T)IpkTkx < (1 + E)B~,~x, 
completing the proof of Theorem 5.1. n 
THEOREM 5.2. Let T E B(E) be a u-positive operator having property “p.” 
Then for any x E K, x st 0, the sequences of Collatz-Wielandt numbers converge, 
i.e., (18) holds. In other words, every x E K, x z 0, is C-W-T-admissible. 
Proof. Proposition 3.5 implies that r(T,) = r(T) and that T, has prop- 
erty “p.” Obviously, the C-W numbers of T, coincide with those of T as soon 
as XEK,. However, by Lemma 3.4, for every 0 # x E K we have TPx E K, for 
some p = p(x). Since Int K, # 0 [5], Theorem 5.1 guarantees the validity of 
(18), and this completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. n 
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6. YAMAMOTO AND HALL-SPANIER NUMBERS 
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Alternative nested bounds for the spectral radius to the C-W numbers 
were introduced in [16] and [4]; see also [lo]. The appropriate functionals are 
defined as follows: in [16], 
S(k) = “(k, x, T) = [ r,(T2k-1r)]Z-k+‘> (19) 
A(k) = A(k, x,T) = [rT(TZk-lx)]z-‘+‘, 
and in [4], 
v( Ii) = T( k, x, T) = [ ?-p-2( T2k-Zx)] 22-‘+“, 
H(k) = K(k, x, q = [ ‘T”~-~(T2~-.r)]2~*+z. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
For completeness let 
r(k) = r(k x, T) = r,p*q, (234 
I?(k) = rp, x,T) = rT(T%). w 
A comparison of the speed of convergence of these three possible ways of 
approximating the spectral radius is presented in 
It should be mentioned 
x as do 
in (23a, 
is obtained in [lo]. is given for completeness also to 
the contrast demands upon starting vector. 
THEOREM 6.1. L,et T E B(E), TK C K, have property “p,” and kt x E K be 
such that B,,, x # 0, B1,,+l x = 0 and 
0 < Y = Q,(X) Q rB+) = 7 c +w. (24) 
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Then 
and 
lim S(k) = r(T) = jl_A(k) 
k-x= 
lim v(k) = r(T) = lim H/k). 
k+o, k-+-x ’ ’ 
Proof. The relations (24) imply that 
and thus 
~B~,~x G [r(~)]-TPX G ~B~,~x. 
After setting p = Zk-‘, we see that for any x’ E K’ 
P 
and similarly, 
From these inequalities the relations (25) are easily obtained. 
The same argument shows that 
ty+~(T~'-~x) > f [r(T)]"'-* 
and 
(25) 
(26) 
p-2 
P 
+‘x) < ;[r(T)]"-*, 
from which (26) follows. 
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7. min sup AND max inf CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE 
SPECTRAL RADIUS 
In [l] and [14] some remarks are made concerning an error in the min sup 
and max inf characterization of the spectral radius of a cone preserving map in 
[lo, Theorem 2.11. Here we would like to re-prove the result mentioned in 
order to emphasize that the error in [lo] is caused by misprints, and up to 
these misprints, the proof is correct. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let TeB(E), TK C K, have property “p.” Let Kd be not 
empty. Then 
max{rr(r):xEK, B,,,x#O) =r(T)=min(rT(r):x~K, B,,,x#O}. 
Proof. Let r = r(T) and 
(XI- T)-l= k$oAl,k(h-r)k+ k$B~,~(A-r)-kT 9=91=9(~(~)). 
Let PEKd. Then B I,q,i # 0, and by Proposition 4.2 
r,(B,,,,i)i < TB,,,,i = r(T)l&,? Q rT(B~.y,g)f, 
It follows that B,,, ij # 0, where $ = B,,,, 2, and 
rT( ij) = max(rr( x) : rczK, B,,,x f 0) = r(T) 
=min{rr(~):B~,~x#O} =r’($). 
The proof is complete. 
REMARK. We see that the set over which the extremes have to be taken 
may be much broader than the one that appeared (by misprint) in [lo]. A 
discussion appears in [14] and [2]. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have restricted our investigation to the spectral radius, whilst in [l, 141 
a more general case of the local spectral radius is discussed. We believe that 
the case of the local spectral radius can be handled as we did for the global 
spectral radius by adding some further restrictions upon the class of operators 
under consideration. A key tool-Theorem 3.1-can be strengthened appro- 
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priately. Its local character should be noted. We shall return to this problem 
in a subsequent paper. 
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